Sound and Noise Word Search

Directions: Find and circle words from the list below. Hint: words can be found horizontally, vertically, backwards, and diagonally. Good luck!

WORD BANK

Annoying  Hearing  Library
Noise  Sirens  Vibration
Quiet  Honking  Measures
Decibel  Subway  Yelling
Safe  Hush  Music
Ears  Toys
Directions: Find and circle words from the list below. Hint: words can be found horizontally, vertically, backwards, and diagonally. Good luck!

WORD BANK

Annoying      Hearing      Library
Noise         Sirens      Vibration
Quiet         Honking     Measures
Decibel       Subway      Yelling
Safe          Hush        Music
Ears          Toys